
NEWS STANDARDS: 2017/06

168.00 €
IEC 62976:2017 - Industrial non-destructive testing equipment -
Electron linear accelerator

Buy

288.00 €
IEC 62766-1:2017 - Consumer terminal function for access to IPTV
and open Internet multimedia services - Part 1: General

Buy

84.00 €
IEC 62325-451-3:2014/AMD1:2017 - Amendment 1 - Framework for
energy market communications - Part 451-3: Transmission capacity
allocation business process (explicit or implicit auction) and
contextual models for European market

Buy

360.00 €
IEC 60034-1:2017 - Rotating electrical machines - Part 1: Rating and
performance

Buy

288.00 €
IEC 61326-3-1:2017 - Electrical equipment for measurement, control
and laboratory use - EMC requirements &ndash; Part 3-1: Immunity
requirements for safety-related systems and for equipment intended to
perform safety-related functions (functional safety) &ndash; General
industrial applications

Buy

240.00 €
IEC 61326-3-2:2017 - Electrical equipment for measurement, control
and laboratory use - EMC requirements - Part 3-2: Immunity
requirements for safety-related systems and for equipment intended to
perform safety-related functions (functional safety) - Industrial
applications with specified electromagnetic environment

Buy

384.00 €
IEC 62657-2:2017 - Industrial communication networks - Wireless
communication networks - Part 2: Coexistence management

Buy

https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-62976-2017-industrial-non-destructive-testing-equipment-electron-linear-accelerator/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-62766-1-2017-consumer-terminal-function-for-access-to-iptv-and-open-internet-multimedia-services-part-1-general/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-62325-451-3-2014-amd1-2017-amendment-1-framework-for-energy-market-communications-part-451-3-transmission-capacity-allocation-business-process-explicit-or-implicit-auction-and-contextual-models-for-european-market/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-60034-1-2017-rotating-electrical-machines-part-1-rating-and-performance/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-61326-3-1-2017-electrical-equipment-for-measurement-control-and-laboratory-use-emc-requirements-ndash-part-3-1-immunity-requirements-for-safety-related-systems-and-for-equipment-intended-to-perform-safety-related-functions-functional-safety-ndash-gene/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-61326-3-2-2017-electrical-equipment-for-measurement-control-and-laboratory-use-emc-requirements-part-3-2-immunity-requirements-for-safety-related-systems-and-for-equipment-intended-to-perform-safety-related-functions-functional-safety-industrial-appli/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-62657-2-2017-industrial-communication-networks-wireless-communication-networks-part-2-coexistence-management/


396.00 €
IEC PAS 63095-1:2017 - The Qi wireless power transfer system power
class 0 specification - Parts 1 and 2: Interface definitions

Buy

360.00 €
IEC TR 62453-51-10:2017 - Field device tool (FDT) interface
specification - Part 51-10: Communication implementation for common
object model - IEC 61784 CPF 1

Buy

360.00 €
IEC 62351-9:2017 - Power systems management and associated
information exchange - Data and communications security - Part 9:
Cyber security key management for power system equipment

Buy

204.00 €
IEC 61504:2017 - Nuclear facilities - Instrumentation and control
systems important to safety - Centralized systems for continuous
monitoring of radiation and/or levels of radioactivity

Buy

168.00 €
IEC TR 61282-15:2017 - Fibre optic communication system design
guides - Part 15: Cable plant and link - Testing multi-fibre optic cable
plant terminated with MPO connectors

Buy

0.00 €
IEC/IEEE 60076-57-1202:2017 - Power transformers - Part 57-1202:
Liquid immersed phase-shifting transformers

Buy

24.00 €
IEC 60601-2-65:2012/AMD1:2017 - Amendment 1 - Medical electrical
equipment - Part 2-65: Particular requirements for the basic safety and
essential performance of dental intra-oral X-ray equipment

Buy

120.00 €
IEC 60317-0-10:2017 - Specifications for particular types of winding
wires - Part 0-10: General requirements - Polyester glass-fibre wound
fused, unvarnished, or resin or varnish impregnated, bare or
enamelled round copper wire

Buy

https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-pas-63095-1-2017-the-qi-wireless-power-transfer-system-power-class-0-specification-parts-1-and-2-interface-definitions/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-tr-62453-51-10-2017-field-device-tool-fdt-interface-specification-part-51-10-communication-implementation-for-common-object-model-iec-61784-cpf-1/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-62351-9-2017-power-systems-management-and-associated-information-exchange-data-and-communications-security-part-9-cyber-security-key-management-for-power-system-equipment/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-61504-2017-nuclear-facilities-instrumentation-and-control-systems-important-to-safety-centralized-systems-for-continuous-monitoring-of-radiation-and-or-levels-of-radioactivity/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-tr-61282-15-2017-fibre-optic-communication-system-design-guides-part-15-cable-plant-and-link-testing-multi-fibre-optic-cable-plant-terminated-with-mpo-connectors/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-ieee-60076-57-1202-2017-power-transformers-part-57-1202-liquid-immersed-phase-shifting-transformers/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-60601-2-65-2012-amd1-2017-amendment-1-medical-electrical-equipment-part-2-65-particular-requirements-for-the-basic-safety-and-essential-performance-of-dental-intra-oral-x-ray-equipment/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-60317-0-10-2017-specifications-for-particular-types-of-winding-wires-part-0-10-general-requirements-polyester-glass-fibre-wound-fused-unvarnished-or-resin-or-varnish-impregnated-bare-or-enamelled-round-copper-wire/


48.00 €
IEC 60317-70:2017 - Specifications for particular types of winding
wires - Part 70: Polyester glass-fibre wound&nbsp; fused, unvarnished
or resin or varnish impregnated, bare or enamelled round copper
wire, temperature index 155

Buy

48.00 €
IEC 60317-71:2017 - Specifications for particular types of winding
wires - Part 71: Polyester glass-fibre wound fused and resin or varnish
impregnated, bare or enamelled round copper wire, temperature
index 180

Buy

48.00 €
IEC 60317-72:2017 - Specifications for particular types of winding
wires - Part 72: Polyester glass-fibre wound fused, silicone resin or
varnish impregnated, bare or enamelled round copper wire,
temperature index 200

Buy

288.00 €
IEC 60884-2-5:2017 - Plugs and socket-outlets for household and
similar purposes - Part 2-5: Particular requirements for adaptors

Buy

240.00 €
IEC 61076-3-122:2017 - Connectors for electrical and electronic
equipment - Product requirements - Part 3-122: Detail specification for
8-way, shielded, free and fixed connectors for I/O and Gigabit
Ethernet applications in harsh environments

Buy

84.00 €
IEC 62150-5:2017 - Fibre optic active components and devices - Test
and measurement procedures - Part 5: Wavelength channel tuning
time of tuneable transmitters

Buy

120.00 €
IEC 62841-2-21:2017 - Electric motor-operated hand-held tools,
transportable tools and lawn and garden machinery - Safety - Part
2-21: Particular requirements for hand-held drain cleaners

Buy

https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-60317-70-2017-specifications-for-particular-types-of-winding-wires-part-70-polyester-glass-fibre-wound-nbsp-fused-unvarnished-or-resin-or-varnish-impregnated-bare-or-enamelled-round-copper-wire-temperature-index-155/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-60317-71-2017-specifications-for-particular-types-of-winding-wires-part-71-polyester-glass-fibre-wound-fused-and-resin-or-varnish-impregnated-bare-or-enamelled-round-copper-wire-temperature-index-180/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-60317-72-2017-specifications-for-particular-types-of-winding-wires-part-72-polyester-glass-fibre-wound-fused-silicone-resin-or-varnish-impregnated-bare-or-enamelled-round-copper-wire-temperature-index-200/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-60884-2-5-2017-plugs-and-socket-outlets-for-household-and-similar-purposes-part-2-5-particular-requirements-for-adaptors/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-61076-3-122-2017-connectors-for-electrical-and-electronic-equipment-product-requirements-part-3-122-detail-specification-for-8-way-shielded-free-and-fixed-connectors-for-i-o-and-gigabit-ethernet-applications-in-harsh-environments/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-62150-5-2017-fibre-optic-active-components-and-devices-test-and-measurement-procedures-part-5-wavelength-channel-tuning-time-of-tuneable-transmitters/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-62841-2-21-2017-electric-motor-operated-hand-held-tools-transportable-tools-and-lawn-and-garden-machinery-safety-part-2-21-particular-requirements-for-hand-held-drain-cleaners/


288.00 €
IEC TR 63072-1:2017 - Photonic integrated circuits - Part 1:
Introduction and roadmap for standardization

Buy

24.00 €
IEC 60794-1-3:2017 - Optical fibre cables - Part 1-3: Generic
specification - Optical cable elements

Buy

120.00 €
IEC TS 62229:2017 - Multimedia systems and equipment - Multimedia
e-publishing and e-book - Conceptual model for multimedia
e-publishing

Buy

168.00 €
IEC TS 63033-1:2017 - Car multimedia systems and equipment - Drive
monitoring system - Part 1: General

Buy

48.00 €
IEC 60061-1:1969/AMD56:2017 - Amendment 56 - Lamp caps and
holders together with gauges for the control of interchangeability and
safety - Part 1: Lamps Caps

Buy

48.00 €
IEC 60061-2:1969/AMD52:2017 - Amendment 52 - Lamp caps and
holders together with gauges for the control of interchangeability and
safety - Part 2: Holders

Buy

204.00 €
IEC 60061-3:1969/AMD53:2017 - Amendment 53 - Lamp caps and
holders together with gauges for the control of interchangeability and
safety - Part 3: Gauges

Buy

24.00 €
IEC 60061-4:1990/AMD15:2017 - Amendment 15 - Lamp caps and
holders together with gauges for the control of interchangeability and
safety - Part 4: Guidelines and general information

Buy

https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-tr-63072-1-2017-photonic-integrated-circuits-part-1-introduction-and-roadmap-for-standardization/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-60794-1-3-2017-optical-fibre-cables-part-1-3-generic-specification-optical-cable-elements/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-ts-62229-2017-multimedia-systems-and-equipment-multimedia-e-publishing-and-e-book-conceptual-model-for-multimedia-e-publishing/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-ts-63033-1-2017-car-multimedia-systems-and-equipment-drive-monitoring-system-part-1-general/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-60061-1-1969-amd56-2017-amendment-56-lamp-caps-and-holders-together-with-gauges-for-the-control-of-interchangeability-and-safety-part-1-lamps-caps/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-60061-2-1969-amd52-2017-amendment-52-lamp-caps-and-holders-together-with-gauges-for-the-control-of-interchangeability-and-safety-part-2-holders/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-60061-3-1969-amd53-2017-amendment-53-lamp-caps-and-holders-together-with-gauges-for-the-control-of-interchangeability-and-safety-part-3-gauges/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-60061-4-1990-amd15-2017-amendment-15-lamp-caps-and-holders-together-with-gauges-for-the-control-of-interchangeability-and-safety-part-4-guidelines-and-general-information/


360.00 €
IEC TR 61850-90-17:2017 - Communication networks and systems for
power utility automation - Part 90-17: Using IEC 61850 to transmit
power quality data

Buy

360.00 €
IEC 62895:2017 - High voltage direct current (HVDC) power
transmission - Cables with extruded insulation and their accessories
for rated voltages up to 320 kV for land applications - Test methods
and requirements

Buy

12.00 €
IEC 61000-3-3:2013/AMD1:2017 - Amendment 1 - Electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) - Part 3-3: Limits - Limitation of voltage changes,
voltage fluctuations and flicker in public low-voltage supply systems,
for equipment with rated current &le; 16 A per phase and not subject
to conditional connection

Buy

24.00 €
IEC 61000-4-11:2004/AMD1:2017 - Amendment 1 - Electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) - Part 4-11: Testing and measurement techniques
- Voltage dips, short interruptions and voltage variations immunity
tests

Buy

168.00 €
IEC 62343:2017 - Dynamic modules - General and guidance Buy

240.00 €
IEC 62341-6-4:2017 - Organic light emitting diode (OLED) displays -
Part 6-4: Measuring methods of transparent properties

Buy

204.00 €
IEC 62715-5-3:2017 - Flexible display devices - Part 5-3: Visual
assessment of image quality and defects

Buy

https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-tr-61850-90-17-2017-communication-networks-and-systems-for-power-utility-automation-part-90-17-using-iec-61850-to-transmit-power-quality-data/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-62895-2017-high-voltage-direct-current-hvdc-power-transmission-cables-with-extruded-insulation-and-their-accessories-for-rated-voltages-up-to-320-kv-for-land-applications-test-methods-and-requirements/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-61000-3-3-2013-amd1-2017-amendment-1-electromagnetic-compatibility-emc-part-3-3-limits-limitation-of-voltage-changes-voltage-fluctuations-and-flicker-in-public-low-voltage-supply-systems-for-equipment-with-rated-current-le-16-a-per-phase-and-not-subje/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-61000-4-11-2004-amd1-2017-amendment-1-electromagnetic-compatibility-emc-part-4-11-testing-and-measurement-techniques-voltage-dips-short-interruptions-and-voltage-variations-immunity-tests/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-62343-2017-dynamic-modules-general-and-guidance/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-62341-6-4-2017-organic-light-emitting-diode-oled-displays-part-6-4-measuring-methods-of-transparent-properties/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-62715-5-3-2017-flexible-display-devices-part-5-3-visual-assessment-of-image-quality-and-defects/


120.00 €
IEC TR 60493-3:2017 - Guidelines for the statistical analysis of ageing
test data - Part 3: Minimum specimen numbers at different test
conditions with given experimental data

Buy

660.00 €
IEC 62325-451-3:2014+AMD1:2017 CSV - Framework for energy
market communications - Part 451-3: Transmission capacity allocation
business process (explicit or implicit auction) and contextual models
for European market

Buy

168.00 €
IEC 62899-301-1:2017 - Printed electronics - Part 301-1: Equipment -
Contact printing - Rigid master - Measurement method of plate master
external dimension

Buy

84.00 €
IEC 61587-6:2017 - Mechanical structures for electrical and electronic
equipment - Tests for IEC 60917 and IEC 60297 series - Part 6:
Security aspects for indoor cabinets

Buy

48.00 €
IEC 60601-2-43:2010/AMD1:2017 - Amendment 1 - Medical electrical
equipment - Part 2-43: Particular requirements for the basic safety and
essential performance of X-ray equipment for interventional
procedures

Buy

240.00 €
IEC 60384-15:2017 - Fixed capacitors for use in electronic equipment
- Part 15: Sectional specification: Fixed tantalum capacitors with
non-solid or solid electrolyte

Buy

168.00 €
IEC 61189-5-503:2017 - Test methods for electrical materials, printed
board and other interconnection structures and assemblies - Part
5-503: General test method for materials and assemblies - Conductive
anodic filaments (CAF) testing of circuit boards

Buy

https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-tr-60493-3-2017-guidelines-for-the-statistical-analysis-of-ageing-test-data-part-3-minimum-specimen-numbers-at-different-test-conditions-with-given-experimental-data/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-62325-451-3-2014-amd1-2017-csv-framework-for-energy-market-communications-part-451-3-transmission-capacity-allocation-business-process-explicit-or-implicit-auction-and-contextual-models-for-european-market/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-62899-301-1-2017-printed-electronics-part-301-1-equipment-contact-printing-rigid-master-measurement-method-of-plate-master-external-dimension/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-61587-6-2017-mechanical-structures-for-electrical-and-electronic-equipment-tests-for-iec-60917-and-iec-60297-series-part-6-security-aspects-for-indoor-cabinets/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-60601-2-43-2010-amd1-2017-amendment-1-medical-electrical-equipment-part-2-43-particular-requirements-for-the-basic-safety-and-essential-performance-of-x-ray-equipment-for-interventional-procedures/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-60384-15-2017-fixed-capacitors-for-use-in-electronic-equipment-part-15-sectional-specification-fixed-tantalum-capacitors-with-non-solid-or-solid-electrolyte/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-61189-5-503-2017-test-methods-for-electrical-materials-printed-board-and-other-interconnection-structures-and-assemblies-part-5-503-general-test-method-for-materials-and-assemblies-conductive-anodic-filaments-caf-testing-of-circuit-boards/


168.00 €
IEC 60092-376:2017 - Electrical installations in ships - Part 376:
Cables for control and instrumentation circuits 150/250 V (300 V)

Buy

240.00 €
IEC 61191-2:2017 - Printed board assemblies - Part 2: Sectional
specification - Requirements for surface mount soldered assemblies

Buy

240.00 €
IEC 60079-13:2017 - Explosive atmospheres - Part 13: Equipment
protection by pressurized room &quot;p&quot; and artificially ventilated
room &quot;v&quot;

Buy

360.00 €
IEC TR 60601-4-1:2017 - Medical electrical equipment - Part 4-1:
Guidance and interpretation - Medical electrical equipment and
medical electrical systems employing a degree of autonomy

Buy

84.00 €
IEC TR 63061:2017 - Adjusted volume calculation for refrigerating
appliances

Buy

240.00 €
IEC TR 62981:2017 - Studies and comparisons of magnetic
measurements on grain-oriented electrical steelsheet determined by
the single sheet test method and Epstein test method

Buy

0.00 €
IEC 60034-1:2017 RLV - Rotating electrical machines - Part 1: Rating
and performance

Buy

84.00 €
IEC 60904-1-1:2017 - Photovoltaic devices - Part 1-1: Measurement of
current-voltage characteristics of multi-junction photovoltaic (PV)
devices

Buy

https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-60092-376-2017-electrical-installations-in-ships-part-376-cables-for-control-and-instrumentation-circuits-150-250-v-300-v/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-61191-2-2017-printed-board-assemblies-part-2-sectional-specification-requirements-for-surface-mount-soldered-assemblies/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-60079-13-2017-explosive-atmospheres-part-13-equipment-protection-by-pressurized-room-quot-p-quot-and-artificially-ventilated-room-quot-v-quot/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-tr-60601-4-1-2017-medical-electrical-equipment-part-4-1-guidance-and-interpretation-medical-electrical-equipment-and-medical-electrical-systems-employing-a-degree-of-autonomy/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-tr-63061-2017-adjusted-volume-calculation-for-refrigerating-appliances/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-tr-62981-2017-studies-and-comparisons-of-magnetic-measurements-on-grain-oriented-electrical-steelsheet-determined-by-the-single-sheet-test-method-and-epstein-test-method/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-60034-1-2017-rlv-rotating-electrical-machines-part-1-rating-and-performance/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-60904-1-1-2017-photovoltaic-devices-part-1-1-measurement-of-current-voltage-characteristics-of-multi-junction-photovoltaic-pv-devices/


84.00 €
IEC 60904-8-1:2017 - Photovoltaic devices - Part 8-1: Measurement of
spectral responsivity of multi-junction photovoltaic (PV) devices

Buy

420.00 €
IEC 62256:2017 - Hydraulic turbines, storage pumps and
pump-turbines - Rehabilitation and performance improvement

Buy

168.00 €
IEC 62386-301:2017 - Digital addressable lighting interface - Part 301:
Particular requirements - Input devices - Push buttons

Buy

168.00 €
IEC 62386-302:2017 - Digital addressable lighting interface - Part 302:
Particular requirements - Input devices - Absolute input devices

Buy

168.00 €
IEC 62386-303:2017 - Digital addressable lighting interface - Part 303:
Particular requirements - Input devices - Occupancy sensor

Buy

168.00 €
IEC 62386-304:2017 - Digital addressable lighting interface - Part 304:
Particular requirements - Input devices - Light sensor

Buy

324.00 €
IEC 62754:2017 - Computation of waveform parameter uncertainties Buy

48.00 €
IEC 62784:2017 - Vacuum cleaners and dust extractors providing
equipment protection level Dc for the collection of combustible dusts -
Particular requirements

Buy

324.00 €
IEC TR 63090:2017 - Dimensional tolerances of ferrite cores Buy

48.00 €
IEC TR 62543:2011/AMD2:2017 - Amendment 2 - High-voltage direct
current (HVDC) power transmission using voltage sourced converters
(VSC)

Buy

https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-60904-8-1-2017-photovoltaic-devices-part-8-1-measurement-of-spectral-responsivity-of-multi-junction-photovoltaic-pv-devices/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-62256-2017-hydraulic-turbines-storage-pumps-and-pump-turbines-rehabilitation-and-performance-improvement/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-62386-301-2017-digital-addressable-lighting-interface-part-301-particular-requirements-input-devices-push-buttons/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-62386-302-2017-digital-addressable-lighting-interface-part-302-particular-requirements-input-devices-absolute-input-devices/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-62386-303-2017-digital-addressable-lighting-interface-part-303-particular-requirements-input-devices-occupancy-sensor/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-62386-304-2017-digital-addressable-lighting-interface-part-304-particular-requirements-input-devices-light-sensor/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-62754-2017-computation-of-waveform-parameter-uncertainties/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-62784-2017-vacuum-cleaners-and-dust-extractors-providing-equipment-protection-level-dc-for-the-collection-of-combustible-dusts-particular-requirements/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-tr-63090-2017-dimensional-tolerances-of-ferrite-cores/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-tr-62543-2011-amd2-2017-amendment-2-high-voltage-direct-current-hvdc-power-transmission-using-voltage-sourced-converters-vsc/


48.00 €
IEC TR 60919-1:2010/AMD2:2017 - Amendment 2 - Performance of
high-voltage direct current (HVDC) systems with line-commutated
converters - Part 1: Steady-state conditions

Buy

324.00 €
IEC TS 61000-5-10:2017 - Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) - Part
5-10: Installation and mitigation guidelines - Guidance on the
protection of facilities against HEMP and IEMI

Buy

288.00 €
IEC 62715-5-1:2017 - Flexible display devices - Part 5-1: Measuring
methods of optical performance

Buy

240.00 €
IEC 62586-1:2017 - Power quality measurement in power supply
systems - Part 1: Power quality instruments (PQI)

Buy

204.00 €
IEC 62974-1:2017 - Monitoring and measuring systems used for data
collection, gathering and analysis - Part 1: Device requirements

Buy

240.00 €
IEC TS 62898-1:2017 - Microgrids - Part 1: Guidelines for microgrid
projects planning and specification

Buy

360.00 €
IEC 61184:2017 - Bayonet lampholders Buy

360.00 €
IEC 61076-3-104:2017 - Connectors for electrical and electronic
equipment - Product requirements - Part 3-104: Detail specification for
8-way, shielded free and fixed connectors for data transmissions with
frequencies up to 2 000 MHz

Buy

288.00 €
IEC 62909-1:2017 - Bi-directional grid connected power converters -
Part 1: General requirements

Buy

https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-tr-60919-1-2010-amd2-2017-amendment-2-performance-of-high-voltage-direct-current-hvdc-systems-with-line-commutated-converters-part-1-steady-state-conditions/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-ts-61000-5-10-2017-electromagnetic-compatibility-emc-part-5-10-installation-and-mitigation-guidelines-guidance-on-the-protection-of-facilities-against-hemp-and-iemi/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-62715-5-1-2017-flexible-display-devices-part-5-1-measuring-methods-of-optical-performance/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-62586-1-2017-power-quality-measurement-in-power-supply-systems-part-1-power-quality-instruments-pqi/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-62974-1-2017-monitoring-and-measuring-systems-used-for-data-collection-gathering-and-analysis-part-1-device-requirements/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-ts-62898-1-2017-microgrids-part-1-guidelines-for-microgrid-projects-planning-and-specification/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-61184-2017-bayonet-lampholders/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-61076-3-104-2017-connectors-for-electrical-and-electronic-equipment-product-requirements-part-3-104-detail-specification-for-8-way-shielded-free-and-fixed-connectors-for-data-transmissions-with-frequencies-up-to-2-000-mhz/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-62909-1-2017-bi-directional-grid-connected-power-converters-part-1-general-requirements/


396.00 €
IEC TR 63091:2017 - Study for the derating curve of surface mount
fixed resistors - Derating curves based on terminal part temperature

Buy

84.00 €
IEC 62715-6-2:2017 - Flexible display devices - Part 6-2:
Environmental testing methods

Buy

288.00 €
IEC 61810-2:2017 - Electromechanical elementary relays - Part 2:
Reliability

Buy

120.00 €
IEC 61810-2-1:2017 - Electromechanical elementary relays - Part 2-1:
Reliability - Procedure for the verification of B<sub>10</sub> values

Buy

120.00 €
IEC 61753-121-2:2017 - Fibre optic interconnecting devices and
passive components - Performance standard - Part 121-2: Simplex
and duplex cords with single-mode fibre and cylindrical ferrule
connectors for category C - Controlled environment

Buy

0.00 €
IEC 61326-3-1:2017 RLV - Electrical equipment for measurement,
control and laboratory use - EMC requirements &ndash; Part 3-1:
Immunity requirements for safety-related systems and for equipment
intended to perform safety-related functions (functional safety)
&ndash; General industrial applications

Buy

0.00 €
IEC 61326-3-2:2017 RLV - Electrical equipment for measurement,
control and laboratory use - EMC requirements - Part 3-2: Immunity
requirements for safety-related systems and for equipment intended to
perform safety-related functions (functional safety) - Industrial
applications with specified electromagnetic environment

Buy

https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-tr-63091-2017-study-for-the-derating-curve-of-surface-mount-fixed-resistors-derating-curves-based-on-terminal-part-temperature/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-62715-6-2-2017-flexible-display-devices-part-6-2-environmental-testing-methods/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-61810-2-2017-electromechanical-elementary-relays-part-2-reliability/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-61810-2-1-2017-electromechanical-elementary-relays-part-2-1-reliability-procedure-for-the-verification-of-b-sub-10-sub-values/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-61753-121-2-2017-fibre-optic-interconnecting-devices-and-passive-components-performance-standard-part-121-2-simplex-and-duplex-cords-with-single-mode-fibre-and-cylindrical-ferrule-connectors-for-category-c-controlled-environment/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-61326-3-1-2017-rlv-electrical-equipment-for-measurement-control-and-laboratory-use-emc-requirements-ndash-part-3-1-immunity-requirements-for-safety-related-systems-and-for-equipment-intended-to-perform-safety-related-functions-functional-safety-ndash-/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-61326-3-2-2017-rlv-electrical-equipment-for-measurement-control-and-laboratory-use-emc-requirements-part-3-2-immunity-requirements-for-safety-related-systems-and-for-equipment-intended-to-perform-safety-related-functions-functional-safety-industrial-a/


120.00 €
IEC 61191-3:2017 - Printed board assemblies - Part 3: Sectional
specification - Requirements for through-hole mount soldered
assemblies

Buy

240.00 €
IEC 61169-59:2017 - Radio-frequency connectors - Part 59: Sectional
specification for type L32-4 and L32-5 threaded multi-pin
radio-frequency connectors

Buy

420.00 €
IEC 60601-2-65:2012+AMD1:2017 CSV - Medical electrical equipment
- Part 2-65: Particular requirements for the basic safety and essential
performance of dental intra-oral X-ray equipment

Buy

120.00 €
IEC PAS 63108:2017 - Electrical installation in ships - Primary DC
distribution - System design architecture

Buy

240.00 €
IEC 62496-2:2017 - Optical circuit boards - Basic test and
measurement procedures - Part 2: General guidance for definition of
measurement conditions for optical characteristics of optical circuit
boards

Buy

300.00 €
IEC 61000-4-11:2004+AMD1:2017 CSV - Electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) - Part 4-11: Testing and measurement techniques
- Voltage dips, short interruptions and voltage variations immunity
tests

Buy

330.00 €
IEC 61000-3-3:2013+AMD1:2017 CSV - Electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC) - Part 3-3: Limits - Limitation of voltage changes, voltage
fluctuations and flicker in public low-voltage supply systems, for
equipment with rated current &le; 16 A per phase and not subject to
conditional connection

Buy

https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-61191-3-2017-printed-board-assemblies-part-3-sectional-specification-requirements-for-through-hole-mount-soldered-assemblies/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-61169-59-2017-radio-frequency-connectors-part-59-sectional-specification-for-type-l32-4-and-l32-5-threaded-multi-pin-radio-frequency-connectors/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-60601-2-65-2012-amd1-2017-csv-medical-electrical-equipment-part-2-65-particular-requirements-for-the-basic-safety-and-essential-performance-of-dental-intra-oral-x-ray-equipment/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-pas-63108-2017-electrical-installation-in-ships-primary-dc-distribution-system-design-architecture/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-62496-2-2017-optical-circuit-boards-basic-test-and-measurement-procedures-part-2-general-guidance-for-definition-of-measurement-conditions-for-optical-characteristics-of-optical-circuit-boards/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-61000-4-11-2004-amd1-2017-csv-electromagnetic-compatibility-emc-part-4-11-testing-and-measurement-techniques-voltage-dips-short-interruptions-and-voltage-variations-immunity-tests/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-61000-3-3-2013-amd1-2017-csv-electromagnetic-compatibility-emc-part-3-3-limits-limitation-of-voltage-changes-voltage-fluctuations-and-flicker-in-public-low-voltage-supply-systems-for-equipment-with-rated-current-le-16-a-per-phase-and-not-subject-to-co/


0.00 €
IEC 60092-376:2017 RLV - Electrical installations in ships - Part 376:
Cables for control and instrumentation circuits 150/250 V (300 V)

Buy

48.00 €
IEC 60598-2-17:2017 - Luminaires - Part 2-17: Particular requirements
- Luminaires for stage lighting, television and film studios (outdoor
and indoor)

Buy

660.00 €
IEC TR 60919-1:2010+AMD1:2013+AMD2:2017 CSV - Performance
of high-voltage direct current (HVDC) systems with line-commutated
converters - Part 1: Steady-state conditions

Buy

204.00 €
IEC 60601-2-75:2017 - Medical electrical equipment - Part 2-75:
Particular requirements for the basic safety and essential performance
of photodynamic therapy and photodynamic diagnosis equipment

Buy

660.00 €
IEC TR 62543:2011+AMD1:2013+AMD2:2017 CSV - High-voltage
direct current (HVDC) power transmission using voltage sourced
converters (VSC)

Buy

0.00 €
ISO 80601-2-74:2017 - Medical electrical equipment - Part 2-74:
Particular requirements for basic safety and essential performance of
respiratory humidifying equipment

Buy

0.00 €
ISO 80601-2-74:2017 - Medical electrical equipment - Part 2-74:
Particular requirements for basic safety and essential performance of
respiratory humidifying equipment

Buy

0.00 €
IEC 62256:2017 RLV - Hydraulic turbines, storage pumps and
pump-turbines - Rehabilitation and performance improvement

Buy

https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-60092-376-2017-rlv-electrical-installations-in-ships-part-376-cables-for-control-and-instrumentation-circuits-150-250-v-300-v/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-60598-2-17-2017-luminaires-part-2-17-particular-requirements-luminaires-for-stage-lighting-television-and-film-studios-outdoor-and-indoor/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-tr-60919-1-2010-amd1-2013-amd2-2017-csv-performance-of-high-voltage-direct-current-hvdc-systems-with-line-commutated-converters-part-1-steady-state-conditions/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-60601-2-75-2017-medical-electrical-equipment-part-2-75-particular-requirements-for-the-basic-safety-and-essential-performance-of-photodynamic-therapy-and-photodynamic-diagnosis-equipment/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-tr-62543-2011-amd1-2013-amd2-2017-csv-high-voltage-direct-current-hvdc-power-transmission-using-voltage-sourced-converters-vsc/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iso-80601-2-74-2017-medical-electrical-equipment-part-2-74-particular-requirements-for-basic-safety-and-essential-performance-of-respiratory-humidifying-equipment/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iso-80601-2-74-2017-medical-electrical-equipment-part-2-74-particular-requirements-for-basic-safety-and-essential-performance-of-respiratory-humidifying-equipment-1/
https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-62256-2017-rlv-hydraulic-turbines-storage-pumps-and-pump-turbines-rehabilitation-and-performance-improvement/


480.00 €
IEC 60601-2-43:2010+AMD1:2017 CSV - Medical electrical equipment
- Part 2-43: Particular requirements for the basic safety and essential
performance of X-ray equipment for interventional procedures

Buy

https://www.en-standard.eu/iec-60601-2-43-2010-amd1-2017-csv-medical-electrical-equipment-part-2-43-particular-requirements-for-the-basic-safety-and-essential-performance-of-x-ray-equipment-for-interventional-procedures/

